
Muck Boots Care Guide 2023

Your New Muck Boots Are Constructed With
High-Grade Materials And Natural Rubber.

It Is Important To Follow Our Care Guide To Help
Prolong The Life Of Your Boots.



How To Clean & Care For Your Boots

Step One

Preferably while your boots are still wet, brush/wipe off
excess mud with a soft brush/cloth.

Remove any remaining mud with a cloth and tepid
water. This also helps remove any contaminants you

may have inadvertently walked through, such as
chemicals or animal waste, which can damage the

materials.



Step Two

Allow your footwear to dry naturally away from artificial
heat

While it might be tempting to leave your footwear by a
radiator, artificial heat will affect the uppers potentially

leading to cracks and crazing.



Step Three

Nourish - Feeding your boot uppers will help keep them
supple, prolonging their life and minimizing the risk of

cracks and crazing.

There are many examples of rubber boot care products
on the market including Grangers Rubber Boot Care

Spray.

For leather uppers use a suitable leather care product.

Once dry, any woven/fabric upper panels can be gently
brushed with a soft brush to remove any remaining

mud.



Best Practice To Prolong The Life Of Your Muck®
Boots.

Putting On

Take care pulling your boots on to ensure the boots
shaft is correctly extended. Our neoprene upper can be
a snug fit and not pulling the boots to their full height, or

over stuffing with trouser legs can cause excessive
creasing where the ankle articulates.

Taking Off

Using a suitable boot jack is the preferred method of
removal. There are many examples of boot jacks on

the market including Muck Boots own.

Avoid using the opposite foot as a lever on the heel of
the boot or a convenient step, stair or rock as this can

damage the boot and can cause excessive pressure on
the boot heel and sole leading to damage.



Storage

Avoid storing your boots in direct sunlight, near to any
artificial heat or in sub-zero temperatures, as this can
cause the rubber to become brittle, deteriorate and
crack. Preferably store your boots upright to avoid

creasing or folding – some crumpled newspaper will
help.

“*Our boots are great, and a little TLC should see them lasting
and performing to the highest standards in the toughest

conditions.

However, they are conceived as a work/walk inspired product.
Particularly our tall boots are not designed for driving or horse

riding unless specifically stated. Inappropriate use can
shorten their effective lifespan.”


